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A bit of history
• Rosenbluth lepton-proton scattering

Interpretation of the form
factors in terms of the
Fourier transforms of the
charge and magnetic
moment distributions

• 1961 Nobel Prize in Physics for Robert Hofstadter:
• "for his pioneering studies of electron scattering in
atomic nuclei and for his consequent discoveries
concerning the structure of nucleons.“

• Lamb shift measurements supports this
• Now we understand that protons consists of quarks
and gluons, but a precision theoretical calculation
of its charge radius is still a big challenge
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Why to
measure rp?

As in 2014
Probes with
muons

Probes with
electrons

• Three methods:
• Muonic hydrogen
spectroscopy
• Ordinary hydrogen
spectroscopy
• e–p elastic scattering
• Average of the “electronbased” methods was in
tension with the μp
spectroscopy
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That’s a bit speculative, but…

arXiv:2103.11769

• LHCb measures a >3σ evidence of the lepton
universality violation in the rare decays B+
• There are several 2-3σ deviations for other similar
decay ratios of beauty hadrons (RK*, RJ/ψ, RpK)

• New FNAL result on the muon anomalous
magnetic moment confirms previous BNL
measurements, which were in tension with the
Standard Model predictions
• New Lattice QCD calculations made a situation with
the SM predictions more complicated

• But still…
• Can we now ask a question: “Is New Physics
connected with muons?” ?
arXiv:2104.03281
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Why to measure rp in 2020s?

Science, 365 (2019) 1007

• New in spectroscopy of ordinary hydrogen:
• Improvement of precision in 2017-2020
• Few new points cover 0,84-0,88 fm range
• One of methods has a strong correlation with the
value of the Rydberg constant

• New in e–p elastic scattering:
• New PRad measurements (Nature, 575 (2019) 147)
favors low rp
• In clear contradiction with the Mainz data, if one
tries to extract form factors
• Large radiative corrections accounted in a one
simulation factor

• These are clear (but not final) evidences
supporting smaller proton charge radius!
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Experiments on the way
• PRad2

(Ee = 1.1/2.2GeV)

• detector upgrade planned

• MAMI

(Ee <750 MeV)

• scattered electron measurement

• MUSE

(Ee,μ <140 MeV)

• comparison of electron and muon scattering

• MAGIX-MESA

(Ee <150 MeV)

• electric and magnetic form factor with a
new accelerator - start in 2024

Active target experiments:
• PRES at MAMI (Ee =720 MeV)
• AMBER
(Eμ =50-100 GeV)

• Quite similar concept, based on a Time
Projection Chamber (TPC) as an active target
• Direct access to Q2
• Same Q2 range for the elastic scattering
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• Low radiative corrections

arXiv:1905.03181

Active target (PRES example)
• TPC allows to measure proton
angle and energy
• Lepton angle from tracking to
determine of the absolute Q2
scale (can be transferred to
AMBER).
• Correlation observables to
eliminate a background
• Low radiative corrections
• Well defined H2 target
thickness

Energy measured in TPC can be directly
related to a momentum transfer Q2 = 2MTR

Idea to have a hydrogen as a target and
detector at the same time + tracking of
incoming* and outgoing lepton

* 100 μm MAMI beam with excellent momentum spread and beam divergence
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rp measurements with AMBER (NA66)

The M2 beamline
at CERN’s SPS
Up to 107 s–1 of
<200 GeV/c
muons
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Small radiative corrections for active target scheme

Correction budget for A1 at MAMI
The RC are of the order 10% and depends
on experimental cuts (ref.)

• Radiative corrections due to real and virtual
photon emission (of types: r1, r2, v2) were
dominating corrections in all previous ep
scattering experiments
• Cancellation of radiative corrections to dσ/dt in
the recoiled proton ep scattering experiment
(Fadin, Gerasimov, Phys. Lett. B 795 (2019) 172)
• For active target vacuum polarization is the
largest RC and is quite under control
• δVP = 1.61546 (28) % for Q2 = 0.022 GeV2

(Arbuzov)

• AMBER PRM is in a safest position!
• PRES must control angular acceptance for the
scattered electrons
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Examples how two experiments can gain walking together
• Two Monte-Carlo + Reco programs
• Twice as more calibration samples
• Good agreement in description of the PRES
pilot run noises introduced by MAMI beam
by two different Monte-Carlo calculations

• Absolute Q2 calibration transfer from
PRES into AMBER
• PRES experiment can:
• Calibrate recoil energy with a precision angular
measurement
• Relate this energy with the proton range (in
average) with outstanding accuracy (due to
excellent MAMI beam)

Nice agreement for the muon beam as well

• AMBER with its excellent tracking can
calibrate via this ranges (same radial anode
segmentation)
More about this idea: arXiv:1905.03181
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Components of the Setup
for AMBER PRM

Helium filled beam tubes

Helium filled beam tubes

Ongoing development of core-detector components
Full setup completely interconnected with beam tubes.
• 4-cell active-target TPC
• 4x 400 mm drift
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New TPC construction

Q2 = 0,02 GeV2
Main region

Discussion with a firm to construct a new TPC body* has
been already started
*

Test run: IKAR TPC (2-cell version with smaller radius)

Q2 = 0,04 GeV2
Linearity control

• Partial energy deposit for T>10MeV
→ access to higher-Q2
• Anode plates azimuthal
segmentation to access φ
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Muon beam
• Beam properties are adapted to
the setup geometry and detector
properties.
• Maximum beam rate for TPC →
Beam flux Φμ = 2⋅106 s–1
• Beam momentum of Eμ = 100 GeV
• Important quantities:
→ Beam spread (TPC pads)
→ Beam divergence (TPC length)

• Requires high aperture tracking
system with a timestamping
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Components
of the Setup
for AMBER
PRM

Combined tracking station: ALPIDEs + Sci-Fis
Active area:
• ALPIDE (9x9 cm2),
• Sci-Fis (8x8 cm2)

Timestamps for ALPIDE
• Compensate large time resolution of ALPIDE by combined
detector station with Sci-Fis.
• ALPIDE time-window about 5 μs (1-2 μs in best case) resulting
about 10 hits per time window: requires Sci-Fis for timing

• Example layout of Sci-Fis and ALPIDEs:
• Efficiency: > 99 % at 10 MHz beam rate in 20 cm distance
• Design: ALPIDE planes required to be within < 20 cm distance
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Program planning
• Schedule for the setup, preparation and pilot run with the following main
data taking and concluding systematic studies.
• SPSC Minutes April Meeting (CERN-SPSC-2020-013): “The SPSC
recommended a pilot run for Amber(SPSC-P-360) on M2 in 2021.”
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Minutes of

th
235

CERN Research board

• The AMBER collaboration has proposed a series of measurements
to be made at the experimental area currently occupied by
NA58/COMPASS on the M2 beam line. Despite some overlap of
the collaboration membership and detectors, this is considered as
a new experimental proposal. Phase 1 of the program includes
measurements of Drell-Yan and J/ψ production using the
conventional M2 hadron beam, proton-induced antiproton
production cross-sections for dark matter searches, and the proton
charge radius using muon-proton elastic scattering. The protonradius measurement is contingent on a successful pilot run
previously approved for the first year of SPS operation after LS2.
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Work Packages along the Pilot Run 2021
Different projects and goals split in single packages, as many
tasks need to be performed with different focus.
• Work Package I: IKAR TPC and Free-Running-DAQ / Testing
of new DAQ system with IKAR TPC readout
• (if possible) During COMPASS commissioning phase (mid 2021)
• next to the beam (HALO)
• (If achievable) CEDAR location during Pilot Run

• Work Package II: ALPIDE and Sci-Fi station / Testing of
providing hit time association for ALPIDE and Sci-Fis
• (“flexible”) downstream location
• (if achievable) CEDAR location during Pilot Run

• Work Package III: TPC with tracking / Test of new TPC
layout
• CEDAR location during Pilot Run

https://nqf-m2.web.cern.ch/documents
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IKAR TPC
• It’s coming home !
• WA9 & NA8, Nucl. Phys., B217 (1983) 285

• Almost ready for 1st pressure and
vacuum test (to be done in May)
• Production and mounting of inner
structure during May-August
• To be ready in September (placed
in 103 s–1 muon beam)
• Gas purification in the 2nd part of
September
• Preliminary dates of pilot run:
weeks 40-41
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Cryogenic gas system for pilot run (from PSI)
•
•
•
•

Cryo circulation system (CHUPS).
It can be transported as a one unit.
Maximum flow is about 5 nl/min.
Maximum possible pressure is 15 bar.

Another big issue is a gas system for the main experiment.
Two options on a table: mechanical / cryogenic
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ALPIDE carrier boards solution
• Same technology as proposed for the main run
• Small sensors (15 x 30 mm each)

30 mm

• PCB material around

• Pure timing information
• Smart tracking (remove straights)

15 mm

• Simulation with TPC-only timing:
•
•
•
•
•

103 of initial events,
TR=1.5 MeV
1 MHz beam
38% efficiency
10,2% of multiple candidates

• Improving of the algorithm as well as additional timing
detectors should improve the situation
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Conclusions
• Proton charge radius puzzle still requires additional measurements
• There are two active target-based experiments in preparation
• AMBER at M2 of SPS / PRES at MAMI
• Will allow to probe lepton universality of the elastic scattering
• A lot of advantages of going in parallel

• AMBER PRM will be able to measure rp with the accuracy of 0.01 fm
• Low radiative correction
• Q2 via recoil energy and muon tracking

• First goal is the pilot run in Autumn 2021
• Three working packages
• Test all the aspects of a future measurements

• Thank you for your attention!
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